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Abstract
Let A be a central arrangement of hyperplanes in Cn, let M(A) be the complement of A, and
let L(A) be the intersection lattice of A. For X in L(A) we set AX = {H ∈ A: H ⊇ X}, and
A/X = {H/X: H ∈ AX}, and AX = {H ∩ X: H ∈ A \ AX}. We exhibit natural embeddings
of M(AX) in M(A) that give rise to monomorphisms from pi1(M(AX)) to pi1(M(A)). We call
the images of these monomorphisms intersection subgroups of type X and prove that they form a
conjugacy class of subgroups of pi1(M(A)).
Recall that X in L(A) is modular if X+ Y is an element of L(A) for all Y in L(A). We call X in
L(A) supersolvable if there exists a chain 0⊆X1 ⊆ · · · ⊆Xd =X in L(A) such that Xµ is modular
and dimXµ = µ for all µ= 1, . . . , d . Assume that X is supersolvable and view pi1(M(AX)) as an
intersection subgroup of type X of pi1(M(A)). Recall that the commensurator of a subgroup S in a
group G is the set of a in G such that S ∩ aSa−1 has finite index in both S and aSa−1. The main
result of this paper is the characterization of the centralizer, the normalizer, and the commensurator of
pi1(M(AX)) in pi1(M(A)). More precisely, we exhibit an embedding of pi1(M(AX)) in pi1(M(A))
and prove:
(1) pi1(M(AX)) ∩ pi1(M(AX)) = {1} and pi1(M(AX)) is included in the centralizer of
pi1(M(AX)) in pi1(M(A));
(2) the normalizer is equal to the commensurator and is equal to the direct product of pi1(M(AX))
and pi1(M(AX));
(3) the centralizer is equal to the direct product of pi1(M(AX)) and the center of pi1(M(AX)).
Our study starts with an investigation of the projection p :M(A)→ M(A/X) induced by the
projection Cn→ Cn/X. We prove in particular that this projection is a locally trivial C∞ fibration
if X is modular, and deduce some exact sequences involving the fundamental groups of the
complements of A, of A/X, and of some (affine) arrangement AXz0 . Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
Let V be Cn. An arrangement of hyperplanes in V is a finite family A of affine
hyperplanes of V . We say that A is central if all the hyperplanes of A contain the origin.
A central arrangement A is called essential if the intersection of all the elements of A
is {0}. The complement of A is
M(A)= V \
( ⋃
H∈A
H
)
.
It is an open and connected subset of V .
We assume the reader to be familiar with the theory of hyperplanes arrangements and
we refer to [14] for a general exposition on the subject.
The present paper is concerned with the fundamental group of M(A). Essentially, the
only known general results on this group are presentations [1,4,15,16]. Many interesting
questions remain. We list some of them below.
(1) Is pi1(M(A)) torsion free?
(2) Is the word problem for pi1(M(A)) solvable?
(3) Is the conjugacy problem for pi1(M(A)) solvable?
(4) Is pi1(M(A)) automatic?
Two families of arrangements of hyperplanes are particularly interesting: the family of
simplicial arrangements, and the family of supersolvable arrangements.
Let A be a central and essential arrangement in Rn. We say that A is a simplicial
arrangement if each connected component of the complement of A is a cone over a
simplex. Call an arrangement A in Cn simplicial if it is the complexification of a (real)
simplicial arrangement. Pure braid groups and, more generally, colored Artin groups of
finite type are fundamental groups of complements of simplicial arrangements [2]. Assume
A to be a simplicial arrangement in Cn. By [6], M(A) is an Eilenberg–MacLane space,
thus pi1(M(A)) has finite cohomological dimension and is torsion free. By [3], pi1(M(A))
is biautomatic. In particular, its word problem and its conjugacy problem are solvable.
Let A be a central arrangement of hyperplanes. The set of intersections of elements of
A ordered by the reverse inclusion is called the intersection lattice of A and is denoted
by L(A). It is known to be a geometric lattice. The rank of X in L(A) is equal to its
codimension. If X,Y are elements of L(A), then X ∨ Y is X ∩ Y and X ∧ Y is the
intersection of all the hyperplanes of A that contain X+ Y . The maximal element is
T (A)=
⋂
H∈A
H,
and the minimal one is V .
Call X in L(A) modular if X ∧ Y =X + Y for all Y in L(A). Call A supersolvable if
it is essential and there exists a chain
0>X1 > · · ·>Xn = V
in L(A) such that Xµ is modular and dimXµ = µ for all µ= 1, . . . , n.
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LetA be a supersolvable arrangement. It is known thatM(A) is an Eilenberg–MacLane
space [11,17], thus pi1(M(A)) has finite cohomological dimension and is torsion free. The
fundamental group of M(A) can be presented as
pi1
(
M(A))= F1 o (F2 o ( · · · (Fn−1 oZ) · · ·)),
where F1, . . . ,Fn−1 are free groups [8]. In particular, its word problem is solvable. Note
that the conjugacy problem of the semi-direct product of two free groups is not necessarily
solvable [13]. We do not know whether the conjugacy problem of pi1(M(A)) is solvable.
Other interesting properties of pi1(M(A)) have been studied for this particular family [8,5],
and some of them have been generalized to hypersolvable arrangements [10].
Let A be a nonempty central arrangement of hyperplanes. For X in L(A) we set:
AX = {H ∈A: H ⊇X},
A/X = {H/X: H ∈AX},
AX = {H ∩X: H ∈A \AX}.
The set AX is an arrangement in V , the set A/X is an arrangement in V/X, and the set
AX is an arrangement in X.
In this paper, we study a “relative theory” of pi1(M(A)). For X in L(A), we exhibit
embeddings of M(AX) in M(A) that give rise to monomorphisms from pi1(M(AX)) to
pi1(M(A)). The images of these monomorphisms are called intersection subgroups of type
X. In Section 3, we prove that the set of intersection subgroups of typeX forms a conjugacy
class of subgroups of pi1(M(A)).
Section 2 is a natural continuation of [8] and [17]. We consider the canonical projection
pX :V → V/X. This induces a projection pX :M(A)→M(A/X). Let BX denote Terao’s
bad set [17] as defined in Section 2. We prove that the restriction
pX :M(A) \ p−1X (BX)→M(A/X) \BX
is a locally trivial C∞ fibration, and the fiber is the complement of some arrangementAXz0 .
We also exhibit a cross-section sX :M(A/X)→M(A) of pX . From these data will follow
the exact sequence:
pi1
(
M(AXz0)
) ι→ pi1(M(A))→ pi1(M(A/X))→ 1. (1.1)
By [17], if X is modular, then BX is empty, and thus pX :M(A)→M(A/X) is a locally
trivial C∞ fibration and the following sequence is exact.
1→ pi1
(
M(AXz0)
) ι→ pi1(M(A))→ pi1(M(A/X))→ 1. (1.2)
Note that (1.1) differs from (1.2) from the fact that ι is not injective in general.
We denote by SX the image of (sX)∗ :pi1(M(A/X))→ pi1(M(A)). We prove in Sec-
tion 3 that SX is an intersection subgroup of type X.
For a groupG and a subgroup S ofG, we denote by Z(G) the center ofG, by ZG(S) the
centralizer of S inG, byNG(S) the normalizer of S inG, and byCG(S) the commensurator
of S in G. This is defined by
CG(S)=
{
a ∈G: S ∩ aSa−1 has finite index in both S and aSa−1}.
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Commensurators in infinite groups are of importance in their (unitary) representation
theory.
Call X in L(A) supersolvable if there exists a chain
0>X1 > · · ·>Xd =X
in L(A) such that Xµ is modular and dimXµ = µ for all µ = 1, . . . , d . Note that A is
supersolvable if {0} is supersolvable.
Let G be pi1(M(A)). In Section 4 we study the case where X is supersolvable. We
exhibit a monomorphism pi1(M(AX))→ pi1(M(A)), and prove:
pi1
(
M(AX))∩ SX = {1} and pi1(M(AX))⊆ ZG(SX),
CG(SX)=NG(SX)= pi1
(
M(AX))× SX,
ZG(SX)= pi1
(
M(AX))×Z(SX).
A direct consequence is: if S is an intersection subgroup of type X, then CG(S) is equal
to NG(S) and is isomorphic to pi1(M(AX))× pi1(M(AX)), and ZG(S) is isomorphic to
pi1(M(AX))×Z(pi1(M(AX))).
2. Fibrations
We consider a nonempty central arrangementA in V = Cn and an element X in L(A).
We assume that X = Cd and V = Cd × Cn−d . Then the projection pX :Cd × Cn−d →
Cn−d is defined by pX(x, y)= y . For K in AX we fix a linear form αK :Cd→ C having
K as kernel. Let H ∈A \AX and let K =H ∩X. Then there exists a unique linear form
βH :Cn−d→C such that
H = {(x, y) ∈ V : αK(x)+ βH (y)= 0}.
Let y0 ∈M(A/X). We say that x0 ∈M(AX) is adapted to y0 if∣∣αK(x0)∣∣> 2∣∣βH (y)∣∣
for all y ∈ Cn−d with ‖y‖ 6 ‖y0‖, all H ∈A \AX , and K = H ∩X. Note that, if x0 is
adapted to y0 and t ∈ [1,+∞[, then tx0 is also adapted to y0.
Proposition 2.1. Let y0 ∈ M(A/X), let x0 ∈ M(AX) be adapted to y0, and let
sX :Cn−d→ V be defined by
sX(y)=
{
(x0, y) for ‖y‖6 2‖y0‖,( ‖y‖
2‖y0‖x0, y
) for ‖y‖> 2‖y0‖.
Then sX induces a cross-section sX :M(A/X)→M(A) of pX .
Proof. We have to show that sX(y) ∈M(A) for y ∈M(A/X).
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Let y ∈M(A/X). Let H ∈AX . Then (pX ◦ sX)(y)= y /∈ pX(H), thus sX(y) /∈H . Let
H ∈A \AX and let K =H ∩X. If ‖y‖6 2‖y0‖, then∣∣αK(x0)∣∣> 2∣∣βH ( 12y)∣∣= ∣∣βH (y)∣∣,
thus αK(x0)+ βH (y) 6= 0, therefore sX(y)= (x0, y) /∈H . If ‖y‖> 2‖y0‖, then∣∣∣∣αK( ‖y‖2‖y0‖x0
)∣∣∣∣= ‖y‖2‖y0‖ ∣∣αK(x0)∣∣> ‖y‖2‖y0‖2
∣∣∣∣βH(‖y0‖‖y‖ y
)∣∣∣∣= ∣∣βH (y)∣∣,
thus
αK
( ‖y‖
2‖y0‖x0
)
+ βH (y) 6= 0,
therefore sX(y) /∈H . 2
Call Y ∈ L(A) horizontal with respect to X if pX(Y ) = Cn−d . Equivalently, Y is
horizontal if X + Y is V . Let HorX denote the set of horizontal elements of L(A). The
bad set of M(A/X) is
BX =
⋃
Y∈L(A)\HorX
pX(Y )∩M(A/X).
Theorem 2.2. Let
NX =M(A/X) \BX, MX = p−1X (NX)∩M(A)=M(A) \ p−1X (BX).
Then the restriction pX :MX→NX of pX to MX is a locally trivial C∞ fibration.
We give now some consequences of Theorem 2.2 before its proof.
First, remark that the restriction of sX to NX gives a cross-section sX :NX→MX of the
fibration. Assume that y0 ∈NX and write z0 = sX(y0)= (x0, y0) ∈M(A). The fiber of pX
containing z0 is the complement of the arrangementAXz0 in (z0 +X) defined by
AXz0 =
{
(z0 +X) ∩H : H ∈A \AX
}
.
So, by [9, Chapter V, Proposition 6.2]:
Corollary 2.3.
(i) The following sequence is exact.
1→ pi1
(
M(AXz0), z0
)→ pi1(MX, z0)→ pi1(NX,y0)→ 1.
(ii) For p > 2, we have
pip(MX,z0)= pip
(
M(AXz0), z0
)× pip(NX,y0).
By [17], BX is empty if X is modular, so:
Corollary 2.4. Let X be modular. Then pX :M(A)→M(A/X) is a locally trivial C∞
fibration.
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This result (with essentially the same proof) has recently been independently obtained
by Falk and Proudfoot [7].
Corollary 2.5. Let X be modular.
(i) The following sequence is exact.
1→ pi1
(
M(AXz0), z0
)→ pi1(M(A), z0)→ pi1(M(A/X), y0)→ 1.
(ii) For p > 2, we have
pip
(
M(A), z0
)= pip(M(AXz0), z0)× pip(M(A/X), y0).
A generalization of Corollary 2.5(i) is:
Corollary 2.6. The following sequence is exact.
pi1
(
M(AXz0), z0
)→ pi1(M(A), z0)→ pi1(M(A/X), y0)→ 1.
Note that the morphism pi1(M(AXz0), z0)→ pi1(M(A), z0) is not injective in general.
Proof. The inclusion MX ⊆M(A) induces a morphism φ :pi1(MX, z0)→ pi1(M(A), z0).
This morphism is surjective since MX is obtained from M(A) by removing submanifolds
of real codimension > 2. Similarly, the inclusion NX ⊆ M(A/X) induces a surjective
morphism φ :pi1(NX,y0)→ pi1(M(A/X), y0). The following diagrams commute.
pi1(M(AXz0), z0) ι
′
id
pi1(MX, z0)
(pX)∗
φ
pi1(NX,y0)
φ
pi1(M(AXz0), z0) ι pi1(M(A), z0)
(pX)∗
pi1(M(A/X), y0)
pi1(NX,y0)
(sX)∗
φ
pi1(MX, z0)
φ
pi1(M(A/X), y0) (sX)∗ pi1(M(A), z0)
The morphism (pX)∗ is surjective since (pX ◦ sX)∗ is the identity of pi1(M(A/X), y0).
Since M(AXz0) is a fiber of pX :M(A)→M(A/X), we have Im ι⊆Ker(pX)∗.
It remains to prove that Ker(pX)∗ ⊆ Im ι. Let b ∈ Ker(pX)∗ (in pi1(M(A), z0)). We
choose b1 ∈ pi1(MX, z0) such that φ(b1)= b. We write
c= (pX)∗(b1), b2 = (sX)∗(c).
Then
φ(b2)=
(
φ ◦ (sX)∗ ◦ (pX)∗
)
(b1)=
(
(sX)∗ ◦ (pX)∗ ◦ φ
)
(b1)
= ((sX)∗ ◦ (pX)∗)(b)= (sX)∗(1)= 1.
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Let b= b1(b2)−1. Then
φ(b)= φ(b1)φ(b2)−1 = b,
(pX)∗(b)= (pX)∗(b1) · (pX)∗(b2)−1
= c · ((pX)∗ ◦ (sX)∗)(c)−1 = c · c−1 = 1.
By Corollary 2.3, there exists a ∈ pi1(M(AXz0), z0) such that b = ι′(a). Then
b= φ(b)= (φ ◦ ι′)(a)= ι(a). 2
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is essentially an application of Thom’s first isotopy lemma
that we state now (Theorem 2.7). We refer to [12] for the proof.
Let M be a C∞ manifold, and let A be a subset of M . A C∞ Whitney prestratification
of A is a partition P of A into subsets, that are called strata, satisfying the following
conditions.
(1) Each stratum is a C∞ submanifold of M .
(2) P is locally finite.
(3) If U,V ∈ P are such that U ∩ V 6= ∅, then V ⊆U . In that case we write V <U .
(4) If U,V ∈ P are such that V < U , then (U,V ) satisfies the Whitney Condition (b)
defined in [12].
Theorem 2.7 (Mather [12]). Let M , N be two C∞ manifolds, let f :M→ N be a C∞
function, let A be a subset ofM , and let P be a C∞ Whitney prestratification ofA. Assume
that the restriction f |A :A→N is a proper map, and that the restriction f |U :U→N is
a submersion for each U ∈ P . Then f |A :A→ N is a locally trivial C0 fibration, and
f |U :U→N is a locally trivial C∞ fibration for all U ∈ P .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We may assume that A is essential without lost of generality.
Let Pd denote the complex projective space of dimension d . Consider the natural
embedding of Cd in Pd . This determines an embedding of V in Pd×Cn−d . We still denote
by pX :Pd ×Cn−d→Cn−d the projection on the second coordinate.
For a linear subspace Z ⊆ Cd , we denote by Z the (Zariski) closure of Z in Pd , and we
write Zd∞ = Z \Z. Similarly, for a linear subspace Y ⊆ V , we denote by Y the closure of
Y in Pd×Cn−d and we write Y∞ = Y \Y . A simple argument on the equations of Y shows
that:
Y∞ = (X ∩ Y )d∞ × pX(Y ).
For Y1, Y2 ∈ L(A) with Y1 6 Y2 we write
[Y1, Y2] =
{
Y ∈L(A): Y1 6 Y 6 Y2
}
, [Y1, Y2[=
{
Y ∈ L(A): Y1 6 Y < Y2
}
,
]Y1, Y2] =
{
Y ∈L(A): Y1 < Y 6 Y2
}
, ]Y1, Y2[=
{
Y ∈ L(A): Y1 < Y < Y2
}
.
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For Y ∈ L(A) we write
˚Y = Y \
( ⋃
Y ′∈[0,Y [
Y ′
)
=M(AY ),
U(Y )= ˚Y ∩ (Cd ×NX).
The set { ˚Y : Y ∈ L(A)} is a partition of V . For Z ∈]0,X] = L(AX) \ {0} we write
˚Zd∞ =Zd∞ \
( ⋃
Z′∈ ]0,Z[
(Z′)d∞
)
,
U∞(Z)= ˚Zd∞ ×NX.
The set { ˚Zd∞: Z ∈]0,X]} is a partition of Pd \Cd . We set
P = {U(Y ): Y ∈HorX }∪ {U∞(Z): Z ∈]0,X]}.
Assertion 1. P is a partition of Pd ×NX .
Proof. Let U1,U2 ∈ P be such that U1 6= U2. If U1 = U(Y1) and U2 = U(Y2) where
Y1, Y2 ∈ HorX and Y1 6= Y2, then U1 ⊆ ˚Y1, U2 ⊆ ˚Y2, and ˚Y1 ∩ ˚Y2 = ∅, thus U1 ∩ U2 = ∅.
If U1 = U(Y ) and U2 = U∞(Z) where Y ∈ HorX and Z ∈]0,X], then U1 ⊆ Cd × NX
and U2 ⊆ (Pd \ Cd) × NX , thus U1 ∩ U2 = ∅. If U1 = U∞(Z1) and U2 = U∞(Z2)
where Z1,Z2 ∈]0,X] and Z1 6= Z2, then U1 = ( ˚Z1)d∞ × NX , U2 = ( ˚Z2)d∞ × NX , and
( ˚Z1)d∞ ∩ ( ˚Z2)d∞ = ∅, thus U1 ∩U2 = ∅.
Let z= (x, y) ∈ Pd ×NX . Suppose that x ∈Cd . There exists Y ∈L(A) such that z ∈ ˚Y .
We have Y ∈HorX , otherwise
y = pX(z) ∈ pX(Y )∩M(A/X)⊆ BX
which is not the case. Moreover,
z ∈ ˚Y ∩ (Cd ×NX)=U(Y ).
Suppose now that x ∈ Pd \Cd . There exists Z ∈]0,X] such that x ∈ ˚Zd∞. Then
z= (x, y) ∈ ˚Zd∞ ×NX =U∞(Z). 2
Assertion 2. Let U1,U2 ∈ P . If U1 ∩U2 6= ∅, then U1 ⊆U2.
Proof. Note that
U(Y )= Y ∩ (Pd ×NX)
for Y ∈HorX , and
U∞(Z)=Zd∞ ×NX
for Z ∈]0,X].
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Suppose that U1 = U(Y1) and U2 = U(Y2) where Y1, Y2 ∈ HorX . If U1 ∩U2 6= ∅, then
˚Y1 ∩ Y2 6= ∅, thus Y1 ⊆ Y2, therefore
U1 = ˚Y1 ∩ (Cd ×NX)⊆ Y2 ∩ (Pd ×NX)=U2.
If U1 = U(Y ) and U2 = U∞(Z) where Y ∈ HorX and Z ∈]0,X], then U1 ⊆ Cd ×NX
and U2 ⊆ (Pd \Cd)×NX , thus U1 ∩U2 = ∅.
Suppose that U1 =U∞(Z) and U2 =U(Y ) where Z ∈]0,X] and Y ∈HorX . Then
U1 ∩U2 6= ∅
⇒ ( ˚Zd∞ ×Cn−d)∩ Y ∩ ((Pd \Cd)×Cn−d) 6= ∅
⇒ ( ˚Zd∞ ×Cn−d)∩ ((X ∩ Y )d∞ ×Cn−d) 6= ∅
⇒ ˚Zd∞ ∩ (X ∩ Y )d∞ 6= ∅
⇒ Z ⊆ (X ∩ Y ).
So, if U1 ∩U2 6= ∅, then
U1 =
(
˚Zd∞ ×NX
)⊆ ((X ∩ Y )d∞ ×Cn−d)∩ (Pd ×NX)
= Y∞ ∩ (Pd ×NX)⊆ Y ∩ (Pd ×NX)=U2.
Suppose that U1 = U∞(Z1) and U2 = U∞(Z2) where Z1,Z2 ∈]0,X]. If U1 ∩U2 6= ∅,
then ( ˚Z1)d∞ ∩ (Z2)d∞ 6= ∅, thus Z1 ⊆Z2, therefore
U1 =
(
( ˚Z1)
d∞ ×NX
)⊆ ((Z2)d∞ ×NX)=U2. 2
Assertion 3. Let U ∈P . Then PX|U :U→NX is a submersion.
Proof. Suppose that U = U(Y ) where Y ∈ HorX . The map pX|Y :Y → Cn−d is a
submersion and U(Y ) is an open subset of Y , thus pX|U :U → NX is a submersion.
Suppose that U =U∞(Z) where Z ∈]0,X]. Then PX|U : ˚Zd∞ ×NX→NX is obviously a
submersion. 2
Any element of P is a C∞ submanifold of Pd × NX , the set P is (locally) finite,
and (U,V ) satisfies the Whitney Condition (b) [12] for U,V ∈ P , V < U . This with
Assertions 1 and 2 shows that P is a C∞ Whitney prestratification of Pd ×NX . The map
pX :Pd ×NX→NX is proper since Pd is compact, and, by Assertion 3, pX|U :U→NX
is a submersion for all U ∈ P . So, by Theorem 2.7, pX|U :U→NX is a locally trivial C∞
fibration for all U ∈ P . Now, ˚V =M(A), thus
U(V )= ˚V ∩ (Pd ×NX)=MX. 2
3. Intersection subgroups
Let A be a nonempty central arrangement of hyperplanes in V = Cn, and let X be an
element of L(A). A point x in X is said to be X-generic if x ∈M(AX). A positive number
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ε > 0 is called convenient for x if no hyperplane of A \AX intersects the disk B(x, ε) in
V of radius ε centered at x . Let σx,ε :V →B(x, ε)⊆ V be the map defined by
σx,ε(z)= x + ε(z− x)1+ ‖z− x‖ .
Then σx,ε induces an embedding σx,ε :M(AX)→M(A). We fix a base point z0 ofM(A).
Let zX be a base point of M(AX) and let u be a path in M(A) connecting σx,ε(zX) with
z0. Then the map σx,ε and the path u induce a morphism (σx,ε)∗ :pi1(M(AX), zX)→
pi1(M(A), z0). Let IX :M(A)→M(AX) denote the inclusion. The composition IX ◦ σx,ε
is homotopic to the identity, so, the morphism (σx,ε)∗ is injective. Its image is called
intersection subgroup of type X of pi1(M(A), z0).
Proposition 3.1.
(i) Two intersection subgroups of type X are conjugate in pi1(M(A), z0).
(ii) Any subgroup of pi1(M(A), z0) conjugated to an intersection subgroup of type X is
an intersection subgroup of type X.
Proof. The conjugacy class of an intersection subgroup of type X clearly depends neither
on the choice of zX , nor on the choice of the path u connecting σx,ε(zX) with z0.
Let x0, x1 be X-generic, let ε0 > 0 be convenient for x0, and let ε1 > 0 be convenient
for x1. In order to prove Proposition 3.1(i), it suffices to show that σx0,ε0 and σx1,ε1 are
homotopic.
Assume first that x0 = x1 = x . Let h :M(AX)× [0,1]→M(A) be defined by
h(z, t)= x + ((1− t)ε0 + tε1)(z− x)
1+ ‖z− x‖ .
Then h is a homotopy connecting σx,ε0 and σx,ε1 .
Assume now that x0 6= x1. Let v : [0,1] → M(AX) be a path with v(0) = x0 and
v(1) = x1. One can choose ε > 0 convenient for all v(t), t ∈ [0,1]. Then the map
h :M(AX)× [0,1]→M(A) defined by
h(z, t)= v(t)+ ε(z− v(t))
1+ ‖z− v(t)‖
is a homotopy connecting σx0,ε and σx1,ε .
Let S be an intersection subgroup of type X, and let a ∈ pi1(M(A), z0). We choose a
map σx,ε :M(AX)→ M(A), a base point zX ∈ M(AX), and a path u : [0,1] → M(A)
from σx,ε(zX) to z0 such that S is the image of the morphism
(σx,ε)∗ :pi1
(
M(AX), zX
)→ pi1(M(A), z0)
induced by σx,ε and u. Let v be a loop in M(A) based at z0 which represents a−1. Then
aSa−1 is the image of the morphism (σx,ε)∗ :pi1(M(AX), zX)→ pi1(M(A), z0) induced
by σx,ε and uv. 2
Proposition 3.2. Let sX :M(A/X)→M(A) be the cross-section of pX defined in Sec-
tion 2, and let SX denote the image of the induced morphism (sX)∗ :pi1(M(A/X), y0)→
pi1(M(A), z0). Then SX is an intersection subgroup of type X.
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Proof. Let p0X :M(AX)→M(A/X) be the restriction of pX :V → V/X to M(AX). It
is a homotopy equivalence. Let ρ = sX ◦ p0X . Then the image of ρ∗ :pi1(M(AX), z0)→
pi1(M(A), z0) is SX .
Let ε ∈]0,2‖y0‖[ be convenient for x0 (adapted to y0). By Proposition 3.1, in order to
prove Proposition 3.2, it suffices to show that ρ and σx0,ε are homotopic.
As in Section 2, we assume that X =Cd and V =Cd ×Cn−d . Let τ :M(AX)→M(A)
be defined by
τ (x, y)=
(
x0,
εy
1+ ‖y‖
)
= sX
(
εy
1+ ‖y‖
)
= σx0,ε(x0, y).
The map h1 :M(AX)× [0,1]→M(A) defined by
h1(x, y; t)= sX
(
(1− t)y + t εy
1+ ‖y‖
)
is a homotopy connecting ρ and τ , and the map h2 :M(AX)× [0,1]→M(A) defined by
h2(x, y; t)= σx0,ε
(
(1− t)x0 + tx, y
)
is a homotopy connecting τ and σx0,ε . 2
4. The supersolvable case
Let A be a central arrangement of hyperplanes in V = Cn. For each H ∈A we choose
a linear form γH :V →C having H as kernel and we write
W(H)= {z ∈ V : |γH (z)|6 1}.
We set
MW(A)= V \
( ⋃
H∈A
W(H)
)
.
Proposition 4.1. MW(A) is a deformation retract of M(A).
Proof. We have |γH (z)| > 0 for all z ∈ M(A) and all H ∈ A. Thus one can find a
continuous function f :M(A)→]0,+∞[ satisfying
f (z) >
1
|γH (z)|
for all z ∈M(A) and all H ∈A. Then the function h :M(A)× [0,1]→M(A) defined by
h(z, t)= (1− t + tf (z))z
is a retracting deformation of M(A) onto MW(A). 2
Let X ∈ L(A). We assume that X = Cd and V = Cd × Cn−d . For each K ∈ AX we
choose a linear form αK :Cd→C having K as kernel and we write
W(K)= {x ∈Cd : |αK(x)|6 1}.
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We set
MW(AX)=X \
( ⋃
K∈AX
W(K)
)
.
By Proposition 4.1, MW(AX) is a deformation retract of M(AX).
LetH ∈A\AX and letK =H ∩X. There exists a (unique) linear form βH :Cn−d→C
such that
H = {(x, y) ∈ V : αK(x)+ βH (y)= 0}.
Call y0 ∈M(A/X) adapted if
1
‖y0‖ > 2|βH(y)|
for all y ∈ Cn−d with ‖y‖ 6 1 and all H ∈A \AX . Note that ty0 is adapted if t ∈]0,1]
and y0 is adapted. Moreover,∣∣βH (y0)∣∣= ‖y0‖∣∣∣∣βH( y0‖y0‖
)∣∣∣∣6 12
if y0 is adapted and H ∈A \AX .
Proposition 4.2. Let y0 ∈ M(A/X) be adapted, and let rX :X → V be defined by
rX(x)= (x, y0). Then rX induces an embedding rX :MW(AX)→M(A).
Proof. We have to show that rX(x) ∈M(A) for x ∈MW(AX).
Let x ∈ MW(AX). Let H ∈ AX . Then rX(x) = (x, y0) /∈ H since y0 /∈ pX(H). Let
H ∈A \AX . Let K =H ∩X. Then |αK(x)|> 1 (since x ∈MW(AX)) and |βH (y0)|6 12 ,
thus αK(x)+ βH (y0) 6= 0, therefore rX(x)= (x, y0) /∈H . 2
From now on, we assume that A is essential. Consider y0 ∈ M(A/X) adapted and
x0 ∈MW(AX) adapted to y0, and write z0 = (x0, y0) ∈M(A). Let SX denote the image of
the morphism (sX)∗ :pi1(M(A/X), y0)→ pi1(M(A), z0), let TX denote the image of the
morphism pi1(M(AXz0), z0)→ pi1(M(A), z0) induced by the inclusion, and let RX denote
the image of the morphism (rX)∗ :pi1(MW(AX), x0) → pi1(M(A), z0). Corollary 2.6
implies that pi1(M(A), z0)= TXoSX , and the inclusion rX(MW(AX))⊆M(AXz0) implies
that RX ⊆ TX .
Theorem 4.3. Let G be pi1(M(A), z0) and let X in L(A) be supersolvable. One can
choose z0 such that the following properties hold.
(1) The morphism (rX)∗ :pi1(MW(AX), x0)→ pi1(M(A), z0) is injective. In particular,
RX is isomorphic to pi1(M(AX)).
(2) RX ∩ SX = {1} and RX ⊆ZG(SX).
(3) CG(SX)=NG(SX)=RX × SX .
(4) ZG(SX)=RX ×Z(SX).
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Remarks.
(i) The morphism (rX)∗ :pi1(MW(AX), x0) → pi1(M(A), z0) is not injective in
general, even if X is modular.
(ii) The equality RX ∩ SX = {1} comes from the equality G = TX o SX and the
inclusion RX ⊆ TX .
(iii) The inclusion RX ⊆ZG(SX) holds for any X ∈L(A). We do not include the proof
of this fact here since we do not know much more about RX for non-supersolvable
elements of L(A).
(iv) Theorem 4.3(4) is a direct consequence of Theorems 4.3(2) and 4.3(3).
Corollary 4.4. Let G be pi1(M(A)), let X in L(A) be supersolvable, and let S be an
intersection subgroup of type X.
(i) CG(S) is equal to NG(S) and is isomorphic to pi1(M(AX))× pi1(M(AX)).
(ii) ZG(S) is isomorphic to pi1(M(AX))×Z(pi1(M(AX))).
The remains of the section are dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.3.
We consider a supersolvable element X in L(A). We consider a chain
0>X1 > · · ·>Xd =X
in L(A) such that Xµ is modular and dimXµ = µ for µ= 1, . . . , d . We write D =X1. We
assume that D =C, X=C×Cd−1, and V =C×Cd−1×Cn−d . We write B =A/D and
X = X/D. One can easily verify that X ∈ L(B) is supersolvable, that A/X = B/X, and
that AX/D = BX.
Lemma 4.5. Let y0 ∈M(A/X) be adapted for A and X. Then y0 is also adapted for B
and X.
Proof. Pick H ∈AD \AX . Let K =H ∩X. There exists a (unique) linear form
αK :Cd−1→C
satisfying αK(a, b)= αK(b) for all (a, b) ∈X. Then K/D =KerαK ,
H = {(a, b, y)∈ V : αK(a, b)+ βH (y)= 0},
H/D = {(b, y) ∈ V/D: αK(b)+ βH (y)= 0}.
So, y0 is by definition also adapted for B and X. 2
We choose a0 ∈M(AD), b0 ∈M(BX), and y0 ∈M(A/X) such that:
• y0 is adapted for A and X (and for B and X);
• b0 is adapted to y0 (to define sX :M(B/X)→M(B));
• a0 is adapted to b0 (to define sD :M(AX/D)=M(BX)→M(AX));
• a0 is adapted to (b0, y0) (to define sD :M(B)→M(A));
• x0 = (a0, b0) is adapted to y0 (to define sX :M(A/X)→M(A)).
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We write z0 = (b0, y0) ∈ M(B) and z0 = (a0, b0, y0) ∈ M(A). By construction, the
following diagrams commute.
(M(A), z0)
pD
pX
(M(A/X), y0)
id
(M(B), z0) pX (M(B/X), y0)
(4.1)
(M(A/X), y0)
id
sX
(M(A), z0)
pD
(M(B/X), y0)
sX
(M(B), z0)
(4.2)
The map sX is different from sD ◦ sX in general, however:
Lemma 4.6. The following diagram commutes
pi1(M(B/X), y0)
id
(sX)∗
pi1(M(B), z0)
(sD)∗
pi1(M(A/X), y0) (sX)∗ pi1(M(A), z0)
(4.3)
Proof. We choose ε > 0 such that
‖y0‖< ε < 2‖y0‖ and ‖b0‖2 + ε2 < 4‖(b0, y0)‖2.
Let
Bn−d (0, ε)= {y ∈Cn−d : ‖y‖< ε},
and let
U =Bn−d (0, ε)∩M(A/X).
The inclusion ι :U →M(A/X) is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, it induces an
isomorphism ι∗ :pi1(U,y0)→ pi1(M(A/X), y0). One can easily verify that
(sD ◦ sX ◦ ι)(y)= (sX ◦ ι)(y)= (a0, b0, y)
for all y ∈U . So, (sD)∗ ◦ (sX)∗ = (sX)∗. 2
Lemma 4.7. The projection pD :M(AX)→M(BX) induces a projection
pD :MW
(AX)→MW(BX).
Proof. Pick x = (a, b) ∈MW(AX). Let K ∈ BX. There exist a (unique) K ∈ (AX)D and
a linear form αK :Cd−1→C such thatK =K/D, αK(a′, b′)= αK(b′) for all (a′, b′) ∈X,
and K =KerαK . Then∣∣αK(pD(x))∣∣= ∣∣αK(b)∣∣= ∣∣αK(a, b)∣∣> 1. 2
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By construction, the following diagram commutes.
(MW(AX), x0)
pD
rX
(M(A), z0)
pD
(MW(BX), b0)
rX
(M(B), z0)
(4.4)
Lemma 4.8. Let sˆ :Cd−1→Cd be the map defined by
sˆ(b)=
{
(a0, b) if ‖(b, y0)‖6 2‖(b0, y0)‖,( ‖(b,y0)‖
2‖(b0,y0)‖a0, b
)
if ‖(b, y0)‖> 2‖(b0, y0)‖.
We can choose a0 so that sˆ induces a cross-section sˆ :MW(BX) → MW(AX) of
pD :MW(AX)→MW(BX).
Proof. ForK ∈AX \(AX)D , we can assume that there exists a linear form α′K :Cd−1→C
such that αK(a, b)= a − α′K(b) for all (a, b)∈X. We choose a0 such that
|a0|>
∣∣α′K(b)∣∣+ 1
for all K ∈AX \ (AX)D and all b ∈Cd−1 with ‖(b, y0)‖6 3‖(b0, y0)‖.
Let b ∈MW(BX). Let K ∈ (AX)D . There exists a (unique) linear form αK :Cd−1→C
such that αK(a′, b′)= αK(b′) for all (a′, b′) ∈X. Note that K/D =KerαK . Then∣∣αK(sˆ(b))∣∣= ∣∣αK(b)∣∣> 1.
Let K ∈AX \ (AX)D . Assume first that ‖(b, y0)‖6 2‖(b0, y0)‖. Then∣∣αK(sˆ(b))∣∣= ∣∣a0 − α′K(b)∣∣> |a0| − ∣∣α′K(b)∣∣> 1.
Assume now that ‖(b, y0)‖> 2‖(b0, y0)‖. Let
b′ = 2‖(b0, y0)‖‖(b, y0)‖ b.
Then ∥∥(b′, y0)∥∥2 = 4‖b0‖2 + 4‖y0‖2‖b‖2 + ‖y0‖2 ‖b‖2 + ‖y0‖2 6 4‖b0‖2 + 5‖y0‖2 6 9∥∥(b0, y0)∥∥2,
thus ‖(b′, y0)‖6 3‖(b0, y0)‖, therefore∣∣αK(sˆ(b))∣∣= ‖(b, y0)‖2‖(b0, y0)‖ ∣∣a0 − α′K(b′)∣∣> ‖(b, y0)‖2‖(b0, y0)‖(|a0| − |α′K(b′)|)
>
‖(b, y0)‖
2‖(b0, y0)‖ > 1. 2
By construction, the following diagram commutes.
(MW(BX), b0)
sˆ
rX (M(B), z0)
sD
(MW(AX), x0) rX (M(A), z0)
(4.5)
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Let
N = (x0 +D) ∩MW
(AX).
Lemma 4.9. We can choose b0 so that the following sequence is exact.
1→ pi1(N,x0)→ pi1
(
MW(AX), x0
)→ pi1(MW(BX), b0)→ 1.
Proof. ForK ∈AX \(AX)D , we can assume that there exists a linear form α′K :Cd−1→C
such that αK(a, b)= a − α′K(b) for all (a, b)∈X. Then, for K ∈AX \ (AX)D ,
K ∩ (x0 +D)=
{
(α′K(b0), b0)
}
,
W(K) ∩ (x0 +D)=B1
(
α′K(b0),1
)× {b0},
where
B
1(
α′K(b0),1
)= {a ∈C: |a − α′K(b0)|6 1}.
The line D is modular in L(A), thus it is also modular in L(AX), therefore, by [14,
Theorem 5.111], α′K1(b0) 6= α′K2(b0) for K1,K2 ∈ AX \ (AX)D , K1 6= K2. Up to
multiplication of b0 by a scalar in [1,+∞[, we can assume that
B
1(
α′K1(b0),1
)∩B1(α′K2(b0),1)= ∅,
for K1,K2 ∈AX \ (AX)D , K1 6=K2. Note that K ∩ (x0 +D)= ∅ for K ∈ (AX)D . Now,
M
(
(AX)Dx0
)= (C∖( ⋃
K∈AX\(AX)D
{α′K(b0)}
))
× {b0},
N =
(
C
∖( ⋃
K∈AX\(AX)D
B
1
(α′K(b0),1)
))
× {b0},
thus the inclusion N ⊆M((AX)Dx0) is a homotopy equivalence. By Proposition 4.1, the
inclusionsMW(AX)⊆M(AX) andMW(BX)⊆M(BX) are homotopy equivalences. The
following diagram commutes.
1 pi1(N,x0) pi1(MW(AX), x0) pi1(MW(BX), b0) 1
1 pi1(M((AX)Dx0), x0) pi1(M(AX), x0) pi1(M(BX), b0) 1
All the vertical morphisms are isomorphisms and the second horizontal sequence is exact
by Corollary 2.5, thus the first horizontal sequence is exact. 2
Consider the Hopf fibration h :Cn \ {0}→ Pn−1 and let
PM(A)= Pn−1 \
( ⋃
H∈A
h(H)
)
.
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Then h induces a trivial fibration h :M(A)→ PM(A) (see [14, Proposition 5.1]). Let
z0 ∈M(A), let u : [0,1]→M(A) be the loop based at z0 defined by u(t)= e2ipitz0, and let
∆(A, z0) be the element of pi1(M(A), z0) represented by u. Then ∆(A, z0) is a generator
of the fundamental group of the fiber of h containing z0. In particular, ∆(A, z0) is in the
center of pi1(M(A), z0).
The map rX :MW(AX)→M(A) induces a map rX :N→M(ADz0), and the following
diagram commutes.
(N,x0)
rX (M(ADz0), z0)
(MW(AX), x0) rX (M(A), z0)
(4.6)
We can assume by Corollary 2.5 that pi1(M(ADz0), z0) is a subgroup of pi1(M(A), z0), and,
by Lemma 4.9, that pi1(N,x0) is a subgroup of pi1(MW(AX), x0).
We write
AX \ (AX)
D
= {K1, . . . ,Kp},
AKµ = {Hµ,1, . . . ,Hµ,qµ} for µ= 1, . . . , p.
Note that
A \AD =
p⋃
µ=1
AKµ.
Lemma 4.10. We can choose b0 so that there exist a generating system {ξ1, . . . , ξp} of
pi1(N,x0) and a generating system
{ρ1,1, . . . , ρ1,q1} ∪ · · · ∪ {ρp,1, . . . , ρp,qp }
of pi1(M(ADz0), z0) satisfying the following properties.
(1) pi1(N,x0) is the free group F(ξ1, . . . , ξp) freely generated by {ξ1, . . . , ξp}, and
pi1(M(ADz0), z0) is the free group
F(ρ1,1, . . . , ρ1,q1) ∗ · · · ∗F(ρp,1, . . . , ρp,qp )
freely generated by
{ρ1,1, . . . , ρ1,q1} ∪ · · · ∪ {ρp,1, . . . , ρp,qp }.
(2) Let
δµ = ρµ,1ρµ,2 . . .ρµ,qµ,
for µ= 1, . . . , p. Then (rX)∗ :pi1(N,x0)→ pi1(M(ADz0), z0) is given by
(rX)∗(ξµ)= δµ, for µ= 1, . . . , p.
In particular, (rX)∗ :pi1(N,x0)→ pi1(M(ADz0), z0) is injective.
(3) Let µ ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then the element δµ is in the centralizer of SX in pi1(M(A), z0).
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(4) Let
∆X = (sX)∗
(
∆(A/X,y0)
)
.
Let µ ∈ {1, . . . , p} and let a ∈ F(ρµ,1, . . . , ρµ,qµ). Then
∆Xa∆
−1
X = δ−1µ aδµ.
The proof of Lemma 4.10 being long and technical, we place it in a separate section at
the end of the paper, and prove Theorem 4.3 before.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We argue by induction on d = dimX.
(1) By (4.4) and (4.6), the following diagram commutes.
1 pi1(N,x0)
(rX)∗
pi1(MW(AX), x0)
(rX)∗
(pD)∗
pi1(MW(BX), b0)
(rX)∗
1
1 pi1(M(ADz0), z0) pi1(M(A), z0)
(pD)∗
pi1(M(B), z0) 1
The first horizontal sequence is exact by Lemma 4.9, the second one is exact by
Corollary 2.5, the morphism (rX)∗ :pi1(N,x0)→ pi1(M(ADz0), z0) is injective by Lem-
ma 4.10(2), and the morphism (rX)∗ :pi1(MW(BX), b0)→ pi1(M(B), z0) is injective by
induction. So, by the five lemma, the morphism (rX)∗ :pi1(MW(AX), x0)→ pi1(M(A),
z0) is injective.
(2) We already know that RX ∩ SX = {1}. It remains to prove that RX ⊆ZG(SX).
Let a ∈ RX . Let a1 = (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a).
First, we show that a1 ∈ RX . Choose a2 ∈ pi1(MW(AX), x0) such that a = (rX)∗(a2).
Then, by (4.4) and (4.5),
a1 = (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗ ◦ (rX)∗(a2)= (sD)∗ ◦ (rX)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a2)
= (rX)∗ ◦ sˆ∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a2),
thus a1 ∈ RX .
Now, we show that a1 ∈ ZG(SX). Let b ∈ SX . Choose b1 ∈ pi1(M(A/X), y0) such that
b= (sX)∗(b1). By (4.2),
(pD)∗(b)= (pD)∗ ◦ (sX)∗(b1)= (sX)∗(b1),
thus (pD)∗(b) ∈ SX . By (4.4),
(pD)∗(a1)= (pD)∗ ◦ (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a)
= (pD)∗(a)= (pD)∗ ◦ (rX)∗(a2)= (rX)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a2),
thus (pD)∗(a1) ∈ RX . By induction, (pD)∗(b) and (pD)∗(a1) commute. Now,
(sD)∗
(
(pD)∗(a1)
)= (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗ ◦ (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a)= (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a)= a1,
(sD)∗
(
(pD)∗(b)
)= (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗ ◦ (sX)∗(b1)= (sD)∗ ◦ (sX)∗(b1)= (sX)∗(b1)= b,
thus a1 and b commute.
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Let a3 = aa−11 . Both a and a1 are in RX , thus a3 is also in RX . Note that
(pD)∗(a3)= (pD)∗(a) ·
(
(pD)∗(a1)
)−1 = (pD)∗(a) · ((pD)∗ ◦ (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a))−1
= (pD)∗(a) ·
(
(pD)∗(a)
)−1 = 1.
Choose a4 ∈ pi1(MW(AX), x0) such that a3 = (rX)∗(a4). Note that
1= (pD)∗ ◦ (rX)∗(a4)= (rX)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a4).
By induction, the morphism (rX)∗ is injective, thus (pD)∗(a4) = 1, therefore, by
Lemma 4.9, a4 ∈ pi1(N,x0). By Lemma 4.10(3), it follows that a3 = (rX)∗(a4) is in
ZG(SX).
Finally, a = a3a1 ∈ ZG(SX).
(3) We consider the generators of pi1(N,x0) and those of pi1(M(ADz0), z0) given in Lem-
ma 4.10.
Assertion 1. Let µ ∈ {1, . . . , p} and let a ∈ F(ρµ,1, . . . , ρµ,qµ). If δkµaδ−kµ = a for some
k > 0, then a = δlµ for some l ∈ Z.
Proof. Let 〈δkµ, a〉 denote the subgroup of F(ρµ,1, . . . , ρµ,qµ) generated by δkµ and a.
Since δkµaδ−kµ = a, the group 〈δkµ, a〉 is a non-trivial Abelian subgroup of the free group
F(ρµ,1, . . . , ρµ,qµ), thus it is an infinite cyclic group. Choose a generator b of 〈δkµ, a〉.
There exists r ∈ Z such that δkµ = br . Since δµ is a primitive element of F(ρµ,1, . . . , ρµ,qµ),
it follows that b = δsµ for some s ∈ Z. Now, there exists t ∈ Z such that a = bt , thus
a = δstµ . 2
Assertion 2. Let a ∈ pi1(M(ADz0), z0). If a ∈CG(SX), then there exists a′ ∈ pi1(N,x0) such
that a = (rX)∗(a′).
Proof. The group (aSXa−1)∩ SX has finite index in SX , thus there exists k > 0 such that
a∆kXa
−1 ∈ SX . Then
∆−kX a∆
k
Xa
−1 ∈ SX,
since ∆−kX ∈ SX . By (4.1),
(pX)∗(a)= (pX)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a)= (pX)∗(1)= 1,
thus a ∈ TX. Since TX is a normal subgroup, we also have ∆−kX a∆kX ∈ TX. So,
∆−kX a∆
k
Xa
−1 ∈ TX.
From the equality TX ∩ SX = {1}, it follows that
∆−kX a∆
k
X = a.
We write
a = aµ1aµ2 . . . aµm,
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where aµj ∈ F(ρµj ,1, . . . , ρµj qµj ), aµj 6= 1, and µj 6= µj+1, for j = 1, . . . ,m. By Lem-
ma 4.10(4),
∆−kX a∆
k
X =
(
δkµ1aµ1δ
−k
µ1
)(
δkµ2aµ2δ
−k
µ2
)
. . .
(
δkµmaµmδ
−k
µm
)
.
Since ∆−kX a∆
k
X = a, it follows that
δkµj aµj δ
−k
µj
= aµj ,
for all j = 1, . . . ,m. By Assertion 1, there exists lj ∈ Z such that aµj = δljµj . Thus
a = δl1µ1δl2µ2 . . . δlmµm = (rX)∗
(
ξ l1µ1ξ
l2
µ2 . . . ξ
lm
µm
)
. 2
Assertion 3. Let G= pi1(M(B), z0). If a ∈CG(SX), then (pD)∗(a) ∈ CG(SX).
Proof. We have (pD)∗(SX)= SX by (4.2). Let H = (aSXa−1) ∩ SX and let
H = ((pD)∗(a) · SX · (pD)∗(a)−1)∩ SX.
The group H has finite index in SX , thus one can choose b1, . . . , bl ∈ SX such that
SX = b1H ∪ b2H ∪ · · · ∪ blH.
Then
SX = (pD)∗(SX)= (pD)∗(b1) · (pD)∗(H)∪ · · · ∪ (pD)∗(bl) · (pD)∗(H),
thus (pD)∗(H) has finite index in SX . From the inclusions (pD)∗(H) ⊆ H ⊆ SX , it
follows that H has finite index in SX . Similarly, H has finite index in ((pD)∗(a) · SX ·
(pD)∗(a)−1). 2
The inclusion RX × SX ⊆ NG(SX) is a consequence of Theorem 4.3(2), and the
inclusion NG(SX)⊆ CG(SX) is obvious. It remains to prove that CG(SX)⊆RX × SX .
Let a ∈ CG(SX). Let a1 = (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a). By Assertion 3, (pD)∗(a) ∈ CG(SX). By
induction, there exist b1 ∈ pi1(MW(BX), b0) and b2 ∈ pi1(M(A/X), y0) such that
(pD)∗(a)= (rX)∗(b1) · (sX)∗(b2).
By (4.5) and (4.3),
a1 = (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a)= (sD)∗ ◦ (rX)∗(b1) · (sD)∗ ◦ (sX)∗(b2)
= (rX)∗ ◦ sˆ∗(b1) · (sX)∗(b2),
thus a1 ∈ RX × SX .
Let a2 = aa−11 . Note that
(pD)∗(a2)= (pD)∗(a) ·
(
(pD)∗ ◦ (sD)∗ ◦ (pD)∗(a)
)−1
= (pD)∗(a) ·
(
(pD)∗(a)
)−1 = 1,
thus a2 ∈ pi1(M(ADz0), z0). Both a and a1 are in CG(SX), thus a2 ∈ CG(SX). By
Assertion 2, there exists a′2 ∈ pi1(N,x0) such that a2 = (rX)∗(a′2), thus a2 ∈ RX .
Finally, a = a2a1 ∈ RX × SX . 2
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5. Proof of Lemma 4.10
We take in this section the assumptions and notations of Section 4.
Let µ ∈ {1, . . . , p}. We can choose a linear form α′µ :Cd−1→ C such that αKµ(a, b)=
a − α′µ(b) for all (a, b)∈X. We have
(x0 +D) ∩Kµ = {xµ},
where xµ = (α′µ(b0), b0). As observed in the proof of Lemma 4.9, we have α′µ(b0) 6=
α′ν(b0) for µ 6= ν. In particular, xµ is Kµ-generic.
Up to multiplication of b0 by a scalar in [1,+∞[, we can assume that there exists ε > 0
satisfying:
• ε is convenient for xµ for all µ= 1, . . . , p;
• B(xµ, ε)∩B(xν, ε)= ∅ for µ 6= ν;
• B1(α′µ(b0),2)× {(b0, y0)} ⊆B(xµ, ε) for µ= 1, . . . , p (see Fig. 1).
We have
B
1(
α′µ(b0),2
)∩B1(α′ν(b0),2)= ∅
for µ 6= ν.
As shown in the proof of Lemma 4.9, we have
N =
(
C
∖( p⋃
µ=1
B
1
(α′µ(b0),1)
))
× {b0}.
Let xµ = (α′µ(b0)+ 2, b0), and let uµ : [0,1]→N be the loop based at xµ defined by
uµ(t)=
(
α′µ(b0)+ 2e2ipit , b0
)
, t ∈ [0,1].
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.
We can choose paths v1, . . . , vp : [0,1]→N such that the following properties hold.
• vµ(0)= x0 and vµ(1)= xµ for µ= 1, . . . , p.
• Let ξµ ∈ pi1(N,x0) be represented by vµuµv−1µ for µ= 1, . . . , p. Then pi1(N,x0) is
the free group F(ξ1, . . . , ξp) freely generated by {ξ1, . . . , ξp} (see Fig. 2).
Let u′µ, v′µ : [0,1]→M(ADz0) be the paths defined by
u′µ(t)= (uµ(t), y0), v′µ(t)= (vµ(t), y0), t ∈ [0,1].
Then (rX)∗(ξµ) is the element δµ ∈ pi1(M(ADz0), z0) represented by v′µu′µ(v′µ)−1.
Let Hµ,ν ∈AKµ . There exists a (unique) linear form βµ,ν :Cn−d→C such that
Hµ,ν =
{
(a, b, y)∈ V : a − α′µ(b)+ βµ,ν(y)= 0
}
.
We have
Hµ,ν ∩ (z0 +D)= {zµ,ν},
where zµ,ν = (α′µ(b0) − βµ,ν(y0), b0, y0). Since D is modular, we have zµ,ν 6= zk,l for
(µ, ν) 6= (k, l) (see [14, Theorem 5.111]). Moreover,
M(ADz0)=
(
C× {(b0, y0)}
) \ {zµ,ν : µ= 1, . . . , p and ν = 1, . . . , qµ}.
Note that
zµ,ν ∈B1
(
α′µ(b0),1
)× {(b0, y0)},
since |βµ,ν(y0)|6 12 (by definition of adapted).
Let zµ = (xµ, y0) for µ= 1, . . . , p. We can choose loops
wµ,ν : [0,1]→
(
B
1
(α′µ(b0),2)× {(b0, y0)}
) \ {zµ,l : l = 1, . . . , qµ}
based at zµ, for µ= 1, . . . , p and ν = 1, . . . , qµ, such that the following properties hold.
• Let ρµ,ν ∈ pi1(M(ADz0), z0) be represented by v′µwµ,ν(v′µ)−1. Then pi1(M(ADz0), z0)
is the free group
F(ρ1,1, . . . , ρ1,q1) ∗ · · · ∗ F(ρp,1, . . . , ρp,qp )
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Fig. 3.
freely generated by
{ρ1,1, . . . , ρ1,q1} ∪ · · · ∪ {ρp,1, . . . , ρp,qp }.
• We have δµ = ρµ,1ρµ,2 . . .ρµ,qµ for all µ= 1, . . . , p (see Fig. 3).
Properties (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.10 are satisfied by construction. It remains to prove
properties (3) and (4).
For ε′ > 0, we write
Bn−d (0, ε′)= {y ∈Cn−d : ‖y‖< ε′}.
We can choose ε′ > 0 such that:
• ‖y0‖< ε′ < 2‖y0‖;
• {xµ} ×Bn−d (0, ε′)⊆B(xµ, ε) for all µ= 1, . . . , p (see Fig. 1).
Let
U =Bn−d (0, ε′)∩M(A/X).
The inclusion U ⊆ M(A/X) is a homotopy equivalence. The restriction sX :U →
M(A) of sX to U is given by sX(y) = (x0, y), and SX is the image of the morphism
(sX)∗ :pi1(U,y0)→ pi1(M(A), z0).
Lemma 5.1. Let x ∈MW(AX) and let y ∈U . Then (x, y) ∈M(A).
Proof. Let H ∈A \AX . Let K =H ∩X. Since x ∈MW(AX), we have |αK(x)|> 1. On
the other hand,∣∣βH (y)∣∣= ‖y‖∣∣∣∣βH( y‖y‖
)∣∣∣∣< ε′ 12‖y0‖ < 1.
Thus αK(x)+ βH (y) 6= 0, therefore (x, y) /∈H .
Let H ∈AX . Then y /∈ pX(H), thus (x, y) /∈H . 2
Now, we fix µ ∈ {1, . . . , p}. By Lemma 5.1, the map τµ :U→M(A) given by τµ(y)=
(xµ, y) is well-defined. We denote byΣµ the image of (τµ)∗ :pi1(U,y0)→ pi1(M(A), zµ).
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For a loop u : [0,1]→M(A) based at zµ, we denote by [u] the element of pi1(M(A), zµ)
represented by u. Let dµ : [0,1]→M(A) be the loop based at zµ defined by
dµ(t)= (xµ, e2ipity0), t ∈ [0,1].
We have
[dµ] = (τµ)∗
(
∆(A/X,y0)
)
.
In particular, [dµ] is in the center of Σµ.
Let φµ :pi1(M(A), zµ)→ pi1(M(A), z0) denote the isomorphism induced by the path
v′µ. We clearly have φµ([u′µ])= δµ and φµ([wµ,ν])= ρµ,ν for ν = 1, . . . , qµ.
Lemma 5.2. φµ(Σµ)= SX and φµ([dµ])=∆X.
Proof. It suffices to show that there exists a homotopy h :U × [0,1]→M(A) satisfying:
• h(y,0)= sX(y) and h(y,1)= τµ(y) for all y ∈ U ;
• h(y0, t)= v′µ(t) for all t ∈ [0,1].
By Lemma 5.1, the homotopy h :U × [0,1]→M(A) given by
h(y, t)= (vµ(t), y), y ∈ U, t ∈ [0,1],
is well-defined. It obviously satisfies the required conditions. 2
Let σµ = σxµ,ε . Let S˜µ denote the image of the morphism (σµ)∗ :pi1(M(AKµ),
σ−1µ (zµ))→ pi1(M(A), zµ). It is an intersection subgroup of type Kµ. Moreover,
S˜µ = pi1
(
B(xµ, ε)∩M(A), zµ
)
.
Since u′µ(t) ∈ B(xµ, ε) ∩M(A) for all t ∈ [0,1], we have [u′µ] ∈ S˜µ. Similarly, [wµ,ν] ∈
S˜µ for all ν = 1, . . . , qµ. By construction, τµ(U) ⊆ B(xµ, ε) ∩M(A), therefore Σµ is a
subgroup of S˜µ. Let eµ : [0,1]→M(A) be the loop based at zµ defined by
eµ(t)=
(
α′µ(b0)+ 2e2ipit , b0, e2ipity0
)
, t ∈ [0,1].
We have
[eµ] = (σµ)∗
(
∆(AKµ,σ−1µ (zµ))
)
.
In particular, [eµ] is in the center of S˜µ.
Lemma 5.3. [u′µ] = [eµ][dµ]−1.
Proof. Let hs : [0,1]→M(A) be the continuous family of loops based at zµ defined by
hs(t)=
{
(α′µ(b0)+ 2e4ipit , b0, e4ipisty0) for 06 t 6 12 ,
(α′µ(b0)+ 2, b0, e4ipis(1−t )y0) for 12 6 t 6 1.
The loops hs are well-defined by Lemma 5.1, h1 = eµd−1µ , and h0 is clearly homotopic
to u′µ. 2
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Proof of Lemma 4.10(3). The element [eµ] is in the center of S˜µ and Σµ is a subgroup
of S˜µ, thus [eµ] is an element of the centralizer of Σµ in pi1(M(A), zµ). Since [dµ] is
an element of the center of Σµ, it follows that [u′µ] = [eµ][dµ]−1 is an element of the
centralizer of Σµ in pi1(M(A), zµ). Finally, φµ([u′µ])= δµ and φµ(Σµ)= SX , thus δµ is
an element of the centralizer of SX in pi1(M(A), z0). 2
Proof of Lemma 4.10(4). Let ν ∈ {1, . . . , qµ}. The element [eµ] is in the center of S˜µ and
[wµ,ν] ∈ S˜µ, thus
[eµ][wµ,ν][eµ]−1 = [wµ,ν].
Now, [eµ] = [u′µ][dµ], thus
[dµ][wµ,ν][dµ]−1 = [u′µ]−1[wµ,ν][u′µ].
Since φµ([dµ])=∆X, φµ([u′µ])= δµ, and φµ([wµ,ν])= ρµ,ν , it follows that
∆Xρµ,ν∆
−1
X = δ−1µ ρµ,νδµ. 2
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